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1) M. QuentRer, 1761, WinUr: Saturn and*lme, (BarocRf J^estsaCe; + ^details 

Music: J,S. Bach, 1721, 6th Brandenburg Concerto, opening, LLP 144

Time has turned to a myth while I have thought to close 
Symbolic History with a show called NOW, and still I ask: "Which 
Now, the fleeting or eternal? Whose Now, mine or of the world?" For 
five years that Immanence has defied me, while thirty-eight other 
realms have been subdued, slide-taped, then videoed — until all my 
Panzer divisions press this threshold, where the flying god with the 
scythe, who mows the past, gathers that conscious harvest to sow a 
future.

2 ) Qoya C.1798, Spain, and iHjstory, !JFine Slrts, ‘Boston; + ‘U detail

Music: Haydn 1794, Symphony #101 in D Major, close of 2nd movement 
("The Clock"), Westminster WL5102

In 1985 I thought a single NOW could be shaped along with the
four shows of this century — as if the modern rush would round to its
own containment. Twice I announced deadline dates. The dates were
accomplished, but not the Now. Once I presented such fragments as
had been recorded. I resurrect the opening: (Haydn, continues through 
forte)

3) SLpoUo Module over the moon ^ (d ^ /l. fa.
3a) ‘Triton, SatelUte of pdgptune, 14n£ust 1989j ^

Either we cannot make a show of Now, or we have been doing 
it all along, since all history is of nows, and it is all past. Waiting for 
that Now is like waiting with Weil or Becket for God or Godot.
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In what sense is the moonflight and landing of 1969 (or 
Voyager's '89 scan of Triton, satellite of Neptune) more with us than 
the Age of Revolution or the Birth of Christ? Though all exist in 
consciousness, where the oldest may mean most, we, the living, can 
have lived through some and not through others.

4) Victor !Hu£o, 1867, ‘Wave qfi\{y (Destiny, (Hugo's House, (Paris; + V detaiC

So there is a relative now of our own experience, cresting, like Victor 
Hugo's Life-wave, toward an Absolute Now — Shakespeare's "pro
phetic soul/ Of the wide world dreaming on things to come". Surely 
that soul, like ours, is a working presence^ where past and future 
merge and are remade. (close Haydn)

5) (African ((RS’Cent) from (HfiotCesia (ZezuruF) (Demon (Has!^ (Museum fur 
voC^rl^nde, HamSurg; first, V detail.

Music; African drums from Haiti, Elektra ELK-130, B

Since nothing that has furrowed perceptive space-time is so 
past or dead that it cannot be quickened to growth. Thus the oldest, 
or if recent, most remote record of man's beginnings in the alienation 
of mask (like the African beat which has wild-fired over the world, 
here from a New World base in Haiti), (end drums)

6) (Paul (Kfee, c.1920-24, (Mas^ (fCeditfieim QcUlery, ‘BerUn; + V detail
6 a) (DouBCe of 5 and 6
66) (DouBCe: [A] (Picasso, 1932, detail of Qid at a (Mirror, and[(B] (Maslu (F^a^ 

(Brit.ColumBia

Music; from Jelly Roll Morton's Doctor Jazz, to Stravinsky, Histoire du 
Soldat Suite, from 5th movement. Philips A 01193 L

could open through Picasso to this sophistic Klee of the Munich 
1920s. Is Chaplin intended, or the blazing absurdity of Hitler, ha
ranguing first followers in the Hofbrauhaus? While Jelly Roll 
Morton's "Doctor Jazz" took art-Stravinsky by storm. From Rhodesian 
mask, to mask return, history brings jungle voodoo to the soul crisis 
of mechanized man.
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Though the Now is more brain-involuted than any simple cut 
can imply (fade Stravinsky)

a7) Jan van T,yc(<u 1434, JimoCfiniManure, QaCCery, London
7) Same, dehsi ^

Music; Dufay, c.1440, Adieu m'Amour (Cape) AS 43, or EMS 206

a crux of the three-fold mystery of time: wheel of return, arrow of 
advance, pool of what abides. Lear: "And we'll wear out in a walled 
prison packs and sects of great ones that ebb and flow by the moon." 
In that manifold, Paul was more real for Luther than the Papal bull 
threatening from Rome. So the mirror inscription of Jan van Eyck's 
Arnolfini Marriage — "Johannes de Eyck fuit hie," "Jan van Eyck was 
here" — turns the moment to a testimony — not "was" but "is" — 
present as the Dufay which might almost have sounded in that room; 
though it had to die away and be reborn out of scholarship and 
Cape's Pro Musica of Brussels; yet to a life as real as jazz.

8) ^nne ^uefuman CrosSy, 1372-3, dleatfi of ^Brocris
9) Marda Simpson, '74, ^Uie TCace; Botfi CQ. & (DM. (BdC, Santa J^e

What longing of the modern soul, tender as Hellenistic nostalgia 
(attested by the art of friends: Anne Buchanan Crosby's Myth of Pro- 
cris, Marcia Simpson's The Place) has pushed the vielle poignance of 
Dufay to recorded admiration? (dose Dufay)

10) (DouBCe: [Si] "Egypt, Dynasty I"U, c. 2700 (B.C., (Hs^erve JCead, (Kjmst- 
fOstorisefies Museum, "l^ienna, and [B] (Dpiasty XVlII, c. 1370 (B.C., (PCaster 
Mas^Jrom Studio of scuCptor Ihutmose, Simama, (BerUn; + detaiC cf 10(B

From culture to culture we have witnessed that buildup of 
yearning, as of sensuous person: Egypt, from the dawn smile of an 
Old Kingdom head, to a plaster mask from a New Kingdom studio in 
Ikhnaton's Amarna, so touchingly enfleshed, who can tell if its veri
similitude is modelled or cast from life?
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11) (DouBCe: [J^j ‘Etruscan, c. 530 ®.C./ Sarcopfu^us, ^oung 5iiisBan(C and ^fe 
(Cerveteri), VUCa QiuCia, fl(pme, and [(B] Znd-lst unU ‘B.O, OCd fHusBand and 
Wife, ‘]/oCterra, Italy

So with Etruscan tomb couples, from 6th-century Odysseyan 
god-favor, to a weighty mortality, after 500 years, under the civil 
strife of Republican Rome. But is there not a time when the reverse 
tide sets in,

IZ) (DouBCe: ^Rpman HCeads: [H] 1st unt., front Ostia, and [B] 4tB unt., from 
‘Uia 5ippia! BotB, Uiermae Museum, fRpme (C(fB

fomenting a mystery beyond the personal? Again Rome, from the 
Julio-Claudian burden of temptation and responsibility, to a 4th- 
century stripping off of that too-human consciousness — surely dis
solving here in some cult of immortality.

13) ‘DotiBCe: [51] !Rpman, Cate 4tfi cent. 5UD., Mosaic Bead, from ‘l^ida at CasaCe, 
SiciCy; and [B] tRpman-CBristian mosaic, 5tB cent.. Bead of an Ancestor of
CBrist, S. Lorenzo, Milan

So to Augustine's dire antinomy of the City of Caesar and the 
City of God. Two mosaic heads, 4th-century pagan, from a Sicilian 
hunting villa, 5th-century Christian, a prophet from Milan, shift (with 
the whites of the eyes) from dejected selfhood to the ecstatic frenzy 
of creed.

14) BouBCe: [SI] Sleyean (‘Uiera), c. 1500 B.C., fresco, fuCC-Breasted woman, and 
[B] QreeRi c. TOO B.C., Warrior; BotB, MytionaC Museum, SltBens; first, 
‘UdetaiCs V

In Vico's youth-to-age sequence of cultures, barbarian incur
sion seeds again, on such late-cycle search, "divine and heroic times". 
That rape is brought before us (as in Kazantzakis' Odyssey) by our 
linking this Theran lady, from the Aegean luxury before the Trojan 
war, to a Greek warrior of the folk-wanderings which brought in the 
Iron Age.
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IS) (DouBCe: MicfuCan^eCo [A] lSOl-04, (David, Accxidemia, S^Corence, and
[(Bl 15SS-64, (Rgndanini (Bkta, Sforza CastCe, (fdiCan 

IS a) Same, actaus,lMW^ uLlh. V Aa a ^ ,

But the patterns we have applied to societies (as if they too 
"must have like death that we have") are the groundswell of our 
lives. From the proud, if troubled, command of Michelangelo's 1504 
David, to the transfigured humanity he carved, in his last days, from 
the abandoned Rondanini Pieta, is not only an outward motion from 
youth to age, but a miraculous beginning, a reach beyond death itself.

16) (DouBCe: (Hs-mBrandt [A] c. 1629, Self-(Portrait in a Qor^et; and [(BJ1669, 
Cast SeCf-(Portrait; BotB (Mauritsfmis, iSie S{ci£ue; + video sin^Ces

And Rembrandt, a hundred years later, in two self-portraits in 
the Mauritshuis, perfected his life-pilgrimage from this almost Car
tesian jubilance of youth: "I think; therefore, I am!", to the dying ac
ceptance of a defeat and malady which affirms mysteriously beyond 
itself.

^al 7) LefimBrucCii 1907, (fdotfier and Cfuld, CfoCBsvang (Museum, Tssen 
17) Same,

Figm our own perilous century, no artist has made of his life . 
and work as tragic and transcendent prophecy as the German 
sculptor Lehmbruck, genius child of a coal miner. Where is the af- - 
firmation of sensuous flesh more rapturously ideaF than in this 1907/ 
Mother and Child?

al8) (DouBCe: detaUsofl8.Aand*B
18) SlouBCe: LefmBrucCi [A] 1911, SQteeCin^ Woman, and [(BJ 1913, Ascendant 

O'outB; BotB, (MunicipaC(Museum, (DuisBur^; + video singCes ^ )>

From 1911 to 1913, as the artist labours "to disassemble body 
and reconstitute it as spiritual reality" (so August Hoff), the sexes 
assume a symbolic ambivalence. The tender pathos of this Gretchen 
"Kneeling Woman", the burdened overreach of the striding "Ascen-
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dant Man," rear toward the Great War the looming fatality of the 
Faustian West.

19) (DouBU: LeftmSruc^ fJl] 191S-16, y^aCCen Warrior, (CetaiC; antC pB] 1918 
laying QirC; Both, *Municipa( Museum, ^isBury

How the same polarity, carried through the defeat and embit- 
terments of the War, joins the stark negation of this "Fallen Warrior" 
(detail), to the always more disembodied hope (1918) of a "Praying 
Girl".

20) LefmBruc^ steads of Lovers, L>uisBur£ Museum (?)

Where else can such a sequence be brought to such a close as in 
the volatile cement of the 1918 "Heads of Lovers," breathing, as we 
have elsewhere said, "the Orphism of Lehmbruck's suicide" — a sui
cide of earth, which is" still, unbelievably, an earth-transcendence?

I

S^Zl) (B(al^, 1804-6, LfruuC Qateway, p. 70 ofStirCina lerusaUm.
(B21) ConstaBCe, 1835, Stonefieii£e, watercoCor, Victoria & MBert Mus., London
21) . dlouBCe of S421 and (B21

This is the freedom and bondage of history, that the past, 
which conditions and limits, structures the realities of a creative 
calling. We accept the likelihoods of the material; to enter and leave 
a room we commonly use the door. But spirit too has such thresh
olds. The submission and defiance of soul is to feel them out — to 
train probability on the wonder of a quantum leap. Thus Blake and 
Constable, diverging from the 1800 ground, limn eternal opposites of 
Stonehenge, inward and outward, of imagination and physicality.

22) (Rgdon, 1883, Sea Slnemone, LitBograpB, MffiionaC QaUery Wasfiington, (D.C
22a) (DetaiC(f22 vn-) f)
22B) DouBCe (f22 and23 joriyinnf rifitB-^ndhpefftra^
22c) Details of same

Music: Debussy, 1890(?), Reverie, Philips St PHC 5-012, side 9
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Redon's Anemone (wind-flower, soul-flower) opens as to 
Debussy's "Reverie," or de Nerval's "Vers Dories":

And like a nascent eye covered by its lids 
A pure spirit grows beneath the skin of stones.

But here, after 1975, among Santa Fe friends, how radical the 
estrangement of art has become (fade Debussy): Gardiner Jencks, com
posing like a secret Scriabin in Tesuque —

Music: Gardiner Jencks, close of 1979 #21, recorded by C.G. Bell

no chord but is dissonant now, yet a dissonance guided, as by a new 
law of tones, toward the meditational and home-seeking.

Z3) 1375, #1, CQ. (Bdlcodectum, Santa ^fe
23aj cf23'jTcMn Japanese Sum CvrcCe
235)^^^^ul^23 (LZc>cj>^ "^2,3

This picture by Phoebe Douglas of the Douglas clan, reader of 
Dante and Middle English, Zen pilgrim, writer of haiku; a diabetic, she 
was put on oral insulin, suffered a stroke, partial paralysis, the loss 
of most of her speech — as caught as a jellyfish in a wave breaking 
up the strand. Yet through that barrier she found a Sumi way, her 
"Opus One" where shapes abstract a password of search and entrance.

(close Jencks)

24) iKefhnistic ruins under zoater, coast ofdiirl^ ("^tny)
24a) Sitfiens, 447 c. 143 J4.CD., (Partfienon over Odeum (C^(B '77)

So in the larger paralysis: when Graeco-Rome settled toward 
the symbolic ruins which lie in water off Mediterranean shores, Au
gustine did not attempt to revive the lost Republic or Vergilian epic, 
much less the Periclean city with its drama of tragic heroes thrown 
to the ritual ground. Like today's world losses, that was all gone 
beyond probability; and even genius must feel out the odds.

S
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25) ItaCian (Byzantine, 549, S. SipoCCinare in CCasse, (Hg.venna
25a) Tpfiesus, 5tfi cent., (Bust ofTutropius, HQmstfiistorisCfies (Museum, 14^n

Music: Gregorian (Solesmes), Messe de la F6te Dieu, Oculis Omnium, 
opening, French Decca St 7543 B (2)

Augustine took the gradient of the church of faith reared on 
the pagan fall; yet in that submission he created revelational history, 
The City of God, with spiritual autobiography, The Confessions, clue to 
the inwardness of a civilization unborn,

26) Apse mosaic’from 25, S. ApoOinare in CCasse, SHeep in a green pasture 
26 a) (Detail, photo of Simone Weil, (MarseiCCe, spring 1941
26B) (Rgvenna, 6th unt., (Mosaic, Christ, detail, S. Apoltinare (^ijwvo

How many have felt our Now-imperative the same? The 
Gregorian we hear was recovered, under that cyclical supposition, by 
the monks of Solesmes Abbey, where the Christ-search came to 
focus, the Easter of my 1938 visit, in the mystical intensity of Simone 
Weil:

"Fall on your knees with love, as if this were 
indeed the place where truth existed." I obeyed,

(fade Gregorian)

Yet how far into self-denial and humility, the Byzantine Creator 
and Redeemer had fallen —

2 7) Qreehi Cater 5th cent. (B.C., head offounger (Rjau Warrior, (Museum, (Bsggio- 
CaCaBna; + detail

after the absolute life-fulness of this fifth century Riace Warrior, a 
mortal, surely, but with the presence of a Greek God. Such the 
reality General Marshall claimed for Thucydides during the last great 
war: "more contemporary than the daily news from the battlefields
of Europe." The antinomy has racked the West, from Christ to Now,
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Z8} Cimc^ue, 1278-80) St. Srancis, detaiC fresco of Madonna andSingeCs, Lower 
Cfiurdi of S t. ^Francis, ^sisi

28a) Midi^mo, 1465, (Dante and fiis Toem, (Duomo, S^Corence; + ^detaUs

Music: Italian,.!3th cent., Laud to San Lorenzo, Tinayre, Lumen 32018

Even after thirteen centuries, in the tide of renewal leading to 
St. Francis and this Cimabue depiction of him (with a Penitential 
Laude), Dante's answer to Virgil's pagan question: "Why do you not 
climb the delectable mountain, which is the beginning and cause of 
every joy?" can hardly surprise us: "Look! The beasts of sin!" Thus 
the only road was down through Hell and up through Purgatory.

(fade Lauda)

29) SeBastiano deC (PiomBo, 1516-18, Man in Sirmor, Wadswortfi SltBenaeum, 
Sdartford, Connecticut; first, video detail

Music: Don Luys Milan, 1535-6, Pavan #3, Pujol, AS 40A

So viewed, the Renaissance seems in part a Greek recovery, yet 
clouded and complex, a displaced heir contending for perilous powers 
— as in a portrait by Michelangelo's pupil, del Piombo, with a Milan 
Pavan. (cut Milan)

30) *Bemini, c.1635, (Du^ (BaoCo Orsini, Castle of (Bracciano; + Vdetail 

Music: Busca, later 17th cent., Occhi Belli, Max Meili, AS 79

From then almost to now, a tide of rising expectations has bred 
comic (or disastrous) effects. Bernini's Duke Orsini of Bracciano, 
Busca's "Beautiful eyes, don't blast me!" spread the wings of Baroque 
bouyancy — under Papal privilege. (cut Busca)

31) ndiorwaldsen, 1810-11, (Bust of SHmself, Museum, Copenhagen; + V detail

Music: Beethoven, 1811, Egmont Overture, close; DG-643 630, in the 
Beethoven Edition, Vol. 11

By 1811, in Beethoven's Egmont, or Thorwaldsen's Self, the 
world is swept from the old limits and enclosures on a revolutionary
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wave, culminant proclamation of human will as a phenomenon of 
hope. Hegel: "man, as man, is free; it is the freedom of spirit which 
constitutes its essence." Small wonder Greek sculpture was imitated.

(end Beethoven)

32) CourBet, c. 1847, SeCf witB a (Pipe, CBarcoaC, WadstvortB Athenaeum, 
9{ar^or(C, Connecticut

32 a) CourBet, c. 1844, Sdf zoitfi. (Buc^ifecC *BeCt, Lowore, Taris (xndeo, detaiC only) 

Music; Liszt 1862, Mephisto Waltz, close, Rubenstein, VLM-1905

By the middle of that century, in Courbet's Self (time of the 
Communist Manifesto, of Balzac, Hugo, Melville, Wagner, this Liszt), 
how stormily conscious of "the thorns of life" aftd "bleeding heart" 
that self-asserting spirit has become. (end Liszt)

a33) Qeor£e tRpuauCt, 1903, (Drun^n Woman, Museum of Modem 14rt, (Paris; 
+ ^ detaiC

B33) (DouBCe: [3L] Matisse, 1903, Woman witfi Qreen Stripe, Copeniia£en, and [(BJ 
(RpuauCt 1306, tragedian, (HafmCoser, Wintertfmr

33) (PpuauCt, 1903, ^Uie CoupCe, Le CCery CoUection, (Paris; + ^detail

Since Baudelaire's poems, since Flaubert's 1860 letter, the bru
talization of what was called the external world (though perhaps it 
was within), had broken, as on late Rome, in. recurrent waves. 
Reactions came equal and opposite. Just when the Fauves and even 
Picasso rocketed into euphoria, Rouault gashed down.

Music: Stravinsky, 1910-11 (revised 1947), from Petrushka, close, Col. 
MG 31202

Rouault's Couple of 1905, like early Joyce, like the mocking of 
Petrushka, strips bourgeois and romantic sentiment to Eliot's "lonely 
men in shirtsleeves, leaning out of windows" ... "The burnt-out ends 
of smoky days"...

34) T,Ci Levin, c. 1963(F), (Prepnant SGppie, etcfiin£, C.Q. BeCC, Santa !f^e; 
/ V detaiCs'

Vsik
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Or "Apeneck Sweeney" jackknifing out of bed — a debunking carried 
through Depression America to Santa Fe Levin's Pregnant Hippie. 
(Society back to its vomit; another inveterate habit of Now.)

(fade Petrushka)

Has art, which we call creative, no power to make history, but 
only to exhibit symptoms?

*]/a35) iI(puauCtj 1905, nJie y-cUCen *Eve, (C^rt 9/[o((eme, Taris 
35) 5(puauCt, 1906, {Prostitute at Mirror, Museum of Modem S^, {Paris 
35a) {l^puauCt, c. 1924, *lHree Judges, {Private Codection, SxoitzerCand

In that case, Rouault displayed two. As in Hellenistic sculpture, 
a waste-of-life, surfacing in the grotesque and ugly, presaged mys
tery cults; so Rouault's more-than-Toulouse nightmaring of prostitu
tion and greed, foments faith — "the hope only," says Eliot, "Of empty 
men."

So the soul-search Flaubert predicted from romantic pain: 
("We shall see a return of world-sickness.

Music: Stravinsky, 1930, Symphony of Psalms, from 1; Philips A01193L

36) {pj^uauCt, 1936, Cfrrist xvitfi {pgised 5lrms, ^dmore, fEJ?
36a) Same, 1942, Cfirist Moc^d, Museum of 5lrt, Stut^art; + Vdetail (video 

tfien returns to a detail of 36)

beliefs in the Last Day, expectations of a Messiah...") has been vari
ously wish-enacted, in Rouault's Christs, mediated by the color-forms 
of stained glass; in the neo-sceptic detente of Eliot's Christianity: 
"Teach us to care and not to care/ Teach us to sit still"; most power
fully in the ritual sequences of Stravinsky's Symphony of the Psalms 
fusing the modern with Russian Byzantine and Gothic Perotin.

(close Stravinsky)

The first polarity of my 1930s youth was between that cyclical
Christ
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a3 7) ‘Ben Sfiafin, 1931-2, (Passion cf Sacco and ‘Uanzetti, d^nnedy QcdCeries)
3 7) (Hj£fit-fiand£Toup, TidUtney Museum, (SUfC (video, details only)

and the socialist vision, more moving in the letters of Sacco and Van- 
zetti than in Ben Shahn's lean satire on that mal-trial and execution: 
so Vanzetti's death-prophecy of a time when their passion ("the 
taking of our lives — lives of a good shoemaker and a poor fish- 
peddler") will be seen as a triumph over "this bumt-out age where 
man was wolf to the man".

a3S) Strunnikpv, 1929, (Partisan Lunev, ‘Tretya^v QaUery, (Moscow; first, 
‘U details

38) (DouBCe: (H^uauCt, 1939, Cfirist (Moc^d, HBrams family, (MyC; and 
[B] Sunni^v, 1929, (Partisan Lunev, as in a38, aSove 

38 a) (DouBCe: BarlacB [H] 1914, Siven£er, and [B] 1938, (fCoating lln£d (video 
taCifs these singCt^^c^<. , n '2-,^ A

In Stalinist Russia the state realism of that cry had hardened to 
such Partisan rigor of utopian claim as Sholokov's Bolshevists con
tinually voice:

The government must be thrown aside like an old rag.
The lords must be stripped of their fleece; they've 
murdered the people too long... When every govern
ment is a workers' government, they won't fight any 
more... One beautiful life all over the world... I'd pour 
out my blood drop by drop to see that day.

Between so demotic a religion of the material, and the drooping 
aesthetic of "briared hands" and "world wound" (another "Christ 
Mocked" by Rouault), one hesitated, as before a crazed antinomy, less 
inclined to say "I embrace the poles" than "a plague on both your 
houses". Though my Augustinian poems of the early '40s saw the 
Communist rallying as only a postponement of soul's confrontation 
—some late-cycle resolve:

"To goad the world to order!"
That is the last spun thread, and when it severs?
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Then comes the timeless trial, the pure affliction,
Until we die in wisdom.

a39) HitCer at a (Parade, 1938, ‘W.W.II (cf. (Sfa^re 62) (video, detail oidy)
39) (Ma?c(Beclitndnn, 1944, SeCf-(Portrait, (h^ue Staats£atCerie, (Munidi (CQ(B '59); 

+ V detaiC

For Symbolic History, however, it was necessary somehow to 
participate in every crucial earth-search and experience, even of 
National Socialism, which added another pole to the Christ- 
Materialist antinomy, another sort of face to the Western sequence 
we have been pursuing. Strange that Beckmann, always in flight 
from the Nazis, should exhibit in this self-portrait (begun in Amster
dam and finished in New York, 1944), under an ironic and ques
tioning mask, the very hardening of German enterprise and Faustian 
will, from which he had fled into exile.

a40) ^Euricfi, 1940, (Dunquerque, OdfftionaC Qf^ry of Canada 
640) Soviet War (Poster, 1941, ^"l^he *Enemy ShdC (S^ver ‘Escape Our Wrat6' 

(detail of Atomic 5\pe 125)
40) James QiWert, 1961, (RicEard (Jregg (canvas stolen, pHotoyrapfiedin 1967 

6y CQ(B); + detaiC

Whatever Beckmann represented. Hitler's demonic attack im
possibly united the Anglo and free-enterprise West with the Com
munist East, in a crusade of "Peace-loving Peoples"; though after 
victory had reinstated cold war, another contrary would appear, 
between police-state Russia and the America of this Richard Gregg, 
painted 1961 by his friend and mine, Jim Gilbert; Gregg, consultant of 
Gandhi, Second War pacifist, welcomed as Micah Glenn into my Half 
Gods — there a martyr to the hope of self-rule against the mass. For 
that openness too was vulnerable.

41) Cfiurdutt, (RgoseveCt andSta&n at Ofalta, LI^PE: W.W.II: + V details

Already one could have prophesied that global leadership was 
likely to incline. West or East, to the best blend of productive free
dom and planned world-discipline. One asked; Which is more feasi-
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ble. for capitalist energy to bind itself to the greater earth-good (as 
Roosevelt surely intended); or for a socialist order of the whole to in
corporate the lively freedoms of incentive and criticism? Before 
Vietnam, it may have seemed that the odds were with the West.

42) ^eti Sfiafm, 1947, Spring, S4(Brigfit galCery, ^BuffaCo, 0^; + ^detait

But what of our post-war euphorias, from Boom to Hippie bust, 
all media chain-reactions of my "Atomic Age" — tough-minded Ben 
Shahn, American Hebrew Lithuanian, lured from social satire to this 
romantic 1947 Spring? As if free enterprise could mount the parti
san wave, voicing the poetic raptures of Dylan Thomas:

Oh as I was young and easy in the mercy of his means.
Time held me green and dying 

Though I sang in my chains like the sea.

43) Cfmsto, 1943, Surrounding Islands, off Miami; first, ^ detail

But time was running out on that squandering of resources to
turn earth into an exploding star — for which the wildest art symbol
is Christo s earth-alterations — the latest, and most astonishing (for
fish off Florida) being the more than 7000 square meters of pink
plastic, promoted under the rapture of "Let a thousand islands bloom 
— a garden in the sea."

a44) Slustrian, c. 1770, grandfather dochi Chet Johnson, Santa fe 
644) TngCish TCane Tree, S4nnej(j Oxford (cgB '90)
*Uc44) CgB in ^Princeton Seech tree, Oct.1946
d44) ‘EdMarshaCC(Photo, 1973: Cg(B in apihon ooerSanta (pe

Music; Return to Haydn "Clock" Symphony, opening of 2nd Movement.

Here, the first fruits of what I had called NOW, the Bondage and 
Ereedom—of History, trailed off, groping through time for a deeper 
underlay — not the ticking clockwork, but the cosmic tree, rooted as 
far back as memory and evidence go; reaching up, through an abid
ing present, toward the promise of things to come. And because the
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first locus of that awareness is personal, I had variously introduced 
the art and music of friends. (Fade Haydn “Clock")

44) (Durftam Catlu(CraC, IGtfi-cmtury cCocl^in IZtfi-century Soutfi transept 
44a) 9^remBer£ Christ, c. 1520-30, C.Q & (D.M. ^eCC (C§‘B '63); + ^(UtaiC 
44B) ^Daumier, 1870, 5)on Qy-V(pte, ^Pimhpthehi Munich {cf V

Music: Bach: return to 6th Brandenburg, close of 1st movement

But had I escaped from my opening: "Either we cannot make a 
show of Now, or we have been doing it all along"? Was it clock-time 
I had set up in the sanctum itself? As Virgil told Dante: "I will lead 
you through an eternal place"; or Christ his followers: "There be 
some standing here who shall not taste of death, till they see the Son 
of Man coming in his Kingdom." Was I no nearer, than in my other 
shows, to the ultimate Now, which is eternal? Against that Protean 
giant, Quixote had to sally out again. (Close Bach, 1st movement)

44 c) ‘BarBara BruneCege / Bug cm fisher, CDouBCc ^inBoxo over SpicCer 5(pcl(j 
Canyon dc ChcCCy (Sacred BCaces 1990); first, V detaU

(0 Ewigkeit, du Donnerwort : Eternity, you thunder-word.)

Music: J.S, Bach, from the opening of Cantata 20, MHS 7281 Chorus, 
title words: 0 Ewigkeit, du Donnerwort (fade)

45) (DouBCe overCay: C.Q. BeCC, Lacanha xvater, Ceaves, stars;^^^video detaiC 

45a) ZndoverCay: C.Q. Bed(, lo zvith voCcanoes, stars, etc.; + VdetaiC

Every, Now exists in consciousness. But consciousness is amor
phous, an emergence of self in all — Walt Whitman's "separate per
son" swirled with solids and liquids, roots, quadrupeds, birds. When 
the spirit moved on the waters, its first commands were three: 
"Divide! Divide! Divide!": light from darkness; a distinguishing fir
mament; and beneath, land from seas. How can our Now but cleave 
into shows of self and world, a fused complementarity — the great I 
AM and the small. Begin with the small.

46) first WorhC War, 1918, US. photo, trenches under gas attache
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I was born in 1916, when the explosion of modernity seared 
earth-soul with the tanks and machine guns, shells and gas of trench 
warfare.

47) ralCy for !HitCer's SOtH Birtfiday, 1939; video, details only

1 reached creative awareness as the totalitarian takeovers — 
Mussolini's, Huey Long's, Stalin's — swelled to Hitler's. Such the 
context of my 1936 Atlantic crossing in Delta Return:

I set my face to the wind, satanic compact.
In that Europe a Wagnerian screamed for thousands:
"Like a somnambulist I go the way God has chosen."
— Clouds to the hunger of storm ...

48) U^Came-tfirozvers moppiny up in the Tacific, etc
48a) HdfutronyCozv at Oah^iRidye, n3SC(<f. ‘WorldOdeCt 89)

I came home to the consequent agony of all that. Thus from 
The Half Gods, of a 1945 newsreel:

Smoky Yanks turned a flame thrower on an embank
ment. Japs ran out burning. One veered toward the 
camera, collapsed in a pile ten yards away. To moans 
from the audience came the announcer's spruce words:
"the little yellow bellies are getting their medicine."
Next day the long and secretly expected bomb fell on 
Hiroshima. The genie was out of the bottle. The war 
was at an end.

49) Currier & Ives, 1866, ^RgumG-ny a ‘Bend in the (Mississippi; + ‘17 detail

How far from such world explosion, the Huck Finn River of my 
boyhood haunts — the side- and stern-wheelers still plying the ox
bow bends:

and at dusk from a floating 
Log I have seen them go flickering down and down. 
Bright bearers of cotton into those mirrored glooms.
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$0) Currier and Ives, 186Z, ‘BomSardment and Capture of Island #10, on tHe 
^Mississippi, IRgy ^n£ Collection

Though in the time of my grandparents that South (and North 
too) had pioneered precursive war — in which the southern grand
father had fought; the northern one, who would come down river 
later, seems to have battled only — if challenged — with his fists.

51) Charles Q. Bed, photographer, conversation xoith himself

We see him, the old photographer, who would die before I was 
born, in mystical conversation with himself. He had practiced his art 
before the Civil War in the Ohio basin, with an earlier family. When 
that broke up, he worked,

a52) C.Q. Bell, c. 1880, xvith his travelling studio-tent
52) Bed, c. 1873(F), Bhoto of 5(adie Owens, to Be his wife

after the war, with a portable studio, up and down the Mississippi, 
until, in a Kentucky river town, he won that child beauty, come, with 
a rose, for her portrait (as Fra Lippo Lippi finished his novitiate 
model with the picture), took her down to Greenville, and set up 
house and studio.

53) (DouBle: [Si] Tde dreaming photographer, and [B] his driving wife;
+ ISsingle/ d-a

The elemental polarity that flexes my Now had an inverse ori
gin in that family. The gentle old photographer becomes the yielding 
mystery of air and water; his wife the hardness and drive of rock 
and fire. How could a son (my father) but love more the impractical 
dreamer with his musing smile and art — love but not imitate, his 
life-ambitions formed by the mother's daemonic will.

54) B>ouBle: Bercy Bdl: [SL] Mouthful dreamer, and [B] fighting lawyer CV’
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Two photographs, from his teens through his twenties, take 
him from the art-ideal of the father (his college hopes of being a 
scholar, thinker, writer), to the mother's pragmatic claim — lawyer- 
politician called home by family debt to an ultimately luckless race 
for power.

55) 5)ou6Ce: [R] (Percy (BeU, c. 1900, and [B] 9(pm Oliver 5lrcfier, c. 1905(F);
+ detail of (B 1/5^,

Now his elements are earth and fire; he searches the state, 
country, even abroad and chooses (Sylph and Ondine memory of a 
dreaming father?) my nature-mystic mother — costly for him, but for 
the protagonist of The Married Lanc^just the disposition of male and ^ 
female^romantic theory called for.

56) (DouBCe: [5L] C.Q. (Bell, 1947, at Blac^lMountam CoUege, (hlC., and [IB] (Percy 
Bell 5r., c.1935, Qreenville, (Mississippi; + V single details

Let a snapshot of me from the summer of 1947, when I was 
showing Symbolic History at Black Mountain College, with a 1935-6 
portrait of my brother before he went to Sewanee, knit up the argu
ment of generative dipoles. What speaks here is not simply the 
androgynous blend, but the subtle order of the blending — from 
which another contrariety arises. In me both natures are affirmed — 
the father-force embraced in the mother's transcendental quiet. In 
my brother, most creatively brilliant of us, her tender sensibility 
rides and repudiates the father's troubled quest.

57) Bed 5^use, Qreenville, (MS (CQB, (March 1945)

Here is the house that father's ambition built for a wife who 
did not require such outwardness. On the banks of what was once 
Rattlesnake Bayou, it confronts River and slough with the fagade of 
Greece. So I issued from the womb to the antinomies of Delta Return.

a58) Windsor ruin at dusl^ near (Port QiBson, (MS, (CQB '80)
58) Old CQB pHoto, 1912, Breal^ at (PantHer (forest
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In this night land and by the rising waters 
We plant homes; kindle fire, and praise 
In song, the death and void of love's return.

What pressed from over the levee was such a bore of water as 
the old photographer snapped in this 1912 break at Panther Forest — 
a punitive backlash which by 1927, with deforestation of tributary 
valleys, slopes, ranges —

aSB) ffarn^umsefCooded to the ro<rf, 1927 %l,c)
6 SB) (DeCta, 1927, iCCvnois Central washed out
SB) ^lUe £reat flood of1927, ^reenzHUe. BdS ((Brown Studio)

gave Faulkner's Old Man its climactic setting — climax too of a boy's 
earth-wonder: the whole Delta from where the hills recede below
Memphis to where they bend back at Vicksburg, and eastward to the 
Yazoo, a crescent 150 miles long by 60 deep — a million and a half 
acres, with Greenville at its center — gone to swirling water.

60) John S. Curry, 193S, ^The (Mississippi, St. Louis Slrt (Museum

Did heart and mind take sides? (Delta Return^:

God of brown water and sun, you spawned these blacks. 
Brood of-'your deeper wild, singing its songs.
Sign of your savage bounty on the land ...

I slipped to the prow

a61) (BrownStudio, 1927 flood, (Delta, tom up railroad
61) Slthens, Sth unt. (B.C. and after, Slcropolis, (CQ(B '77)

Where the river voiced its life in roaring mouths.
Sometimes Apocalypse seems the only road:
To join the avenger, pour this human form 
Out in the blind occult, world-nature, storm.

Could even the tragic Greeks hold their templed headlands 
without sacrificing, below, to the Furies in Python caves?
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6Z) fRit-Bens, c. 1625, 9^fit Li£fiinw£, ^ 5^uerBur£, 5(mt6ur0! + V detaiC 
62a) ‘Ec^Ce O^Buta, 9dl6, 9{(Ue. OBseTvatoTiesTSiA.t^(.4^i GrgAyi-fe> X
62 B) OUpes and sun, near Medina, CalaBria, Italy ^eny)

Such the pantheist celebration of Rubens’ night nature; such the 
core of an organic physics I drew, from entropic paradox, in Iowa, 
those March thunderstorms of 1944:

I walked into the woods and climbed a great oak, 
clouds boiling above, batteries of lightning bursting 
around; sat with my shoulder to the twisting trunk 
and pondered the astonishing world... When I came 
home I wrote: "All matter, systems, worlds and living 
things express the need of energy to buttress against 
its own decay. In this sense cosmic history is a height
ening and unfolding of the perceptive ambivalence of 
energy: that its activity is the fall by which it dies, its 
life in time a transcendence using and used by the de
structive urge.

a63) Snapshot, ‘BedCfHbuse, QreentHICe, MS, in 1927IfCood
63) Qmco-i^inan, 118-34 SL(D., Canopus, Hadrian's ViCCa (CQ(B ’87)

That house of mine, trying to uphold through world storm and 
on such a floodplain, our always threatened heritage — as of Greece 
and Rome, lodged in Christianity and revived through Renaissance to 
the European plateau of thought, art and vision, law, conduct, humor 
— the cultural polyphony I am fated to bring together and celebrate 
in these shows:

a64) TaUadio, c. 1550, ^UCa ^Rptunda, near Vkenza, 3/4 front ^
64) Same, fuUfront view (Both CQ*B 1959; \

Palladio, with the voice-overlappings of Gibbons, "Ah Dear 
Heart," sung almost sixty years ago by the London Madrigalists, 
though with more sensitivity than any recording since;

Music: Orlando Gibbons, 16lS, Ah Dear Heart, old Victor 4317 B
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65) Iiti£o Jones, 1616-35, TJie Q}ieen's 5(otise, from ^ soutfi, Qreemmcfi, London, 
(Cg(B 74)

then the wonder of Inigo Jones' English adaptation, the Queen's House 
in Greenwich (1616-35),

65a) Same, Qiteen's Jiouse, Co^gia oBove (C<fB 74; cf. JdiCton, 4Za)

with its south-facing loggia —

0, 66) 5{enry 5{oare, Tadadian iBarf^ Stourfiead, WiCtsfUre

a harmony reaching down the centuries: in Stourhead Park, this 
sylvan Pantheon over the lake;

66 a) Widiam 5(gntfor dhomas Co^, *EarC of Leicester, 1734-59, tHe JdarBCe 5MC of 
tKoC^am, iMinfoO^ ‘England (tndeoS\>d7i7> "Mvro OA^di

or, for an interior, the Marble Hall of Holkham — how that Classical 
resolve assumes, as it nears our time, the retrospection of a lost 
cause.

67) Judge (Percy (Beds 1914 5Couse, Qreenxnde (Miss (C(fB '60); first, detaU
(cut Gibbons at "must part”)

My Symbolic History house ("Elutings of freedom, cloud pillars 
of our science"), heaved like a frog over media bogs — these United 
Snakes of slogan capitalism — as if to turn Spengler's Untergang, 
Jeffers' "dance of dream-led masses down the dark mountain," into a 
cosmic celebration — a house so arched and shadowed by its oaks, it 
was easier to drop assignments, steal out and swing the night 
branches —

a6S, 68, 68a & 6) (Detai^^nd neca:::wBeh(^ Joe (Haydoc^s 1988 Cartoon for 
^ 'CUdd of (Revolt' from Ddfa (Return (C^); ^r-otBerA^ defrtik

once (as my friend Haydock depicts from Delta Return^, by throwing 
acorns at passing cars, to fetch the cops:
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The searchbeam took me: 'Hey boy, come down.'
My answer was a leap ... Beneath the moon, I swung 
The trees' great circle and dropped to the ground.

Curious, this lighted Ariel clasps a twig fit to support a grass
hopper; where the dark alter ego, shadowed, but on no surface, grips 
a solid limb. "Child of Revolt" is the title; and yet that book con
structs on the Delta floodplain a poetic triangle of three times five- 
to-the-fifth-power.

Inside the house, our library, about the size of this showy room 
in the Brighton Royal Pavilion, but nobler; our space lined all around 
with books in glass-faced mahogany cases, those limited editions of 
authors, America^, English, Continental, with translations from 
Greece and Rome, Burton's Arabia, a sprinkling from as far as India, 
China, Japan.

a70) WfiistCer, c. 181S(?), (Prince (Rs£^nt as Cupi^, (RpyaC (PaviCion,
‘Brykton

70) (Dorotfiea Lange, 1936 photo, (PCantation near CCgrhsdaCe, (hCS 
70a & 6) 1937 judge (Percy (Be^, 'Lion in his (Den and '39 snapshot

Though even the Prince Regent might have offered a sounder 
base for culture than the plantation backdrop of the Delta scene, 
1936, such a planter group as I would drive my father to, in the 
Depression, between the flood and dust — sit in an oven car by a 
clapboard store.

While he talked, encouraged, farmed the claims...
Himself the most in debt, and the life-dream torn 
By politicians and a failing farm.
Private loss and Hitler, our world-betrayal.
At night I have seen him when he could not sleep
Sit up in bed to light his pipe, the weak
Flame rising and falling like the pulse of his hope...

71) Si. (Rpthstein, (Photo, 1936, (fleeing a (Dust Storm, ORfahoma
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While across the Mississippi, the great brown clouds of dust 
came rolling in, driven, with migrant workers from the plains. Our 
folk-plural of "children" had always been the Black one, "chillun". 
These refugees gave it a drawling whine: "Miz Bail, You gwine bring 
the chern?"

72) Ife (O^eria), 12tfi-14l£ cent., Oni, Bronze, (BritisB Mtiseuny + V (ktaiC
72 a) (Benin (9%eria), IStd-lGtfi cent., ^fCute (BCayer, (Britisfi (Museum (vMeo, detail

onCy)

Thus, to the problem of African Blacks, torn from jungle cul
tures (this bronze King of Ife) through slavery and emancipated 
poverty, to sharecropper bondage — eighty percent of the population 
of the Delta, living half-literate and in a flux of mores the master 
culture feared (though they were loveable, and with a rhythm of 
soul-music, art-attested from their origins) — to that problem was 
added now the Depression influx of red-necks and po-whites, hating 
those blacks and competing with them in a stalled economy.

73) ‘BddHbuse, coCumnedporch, south view (CQ^ 1945)
73 a) 14.frican (Bud *ECepfiant

Such the alluvium on which one had thought to build, like a 
columned house. Western Culture: sonnets, democracy, and
madrigals.

There, the wartime Halloween of 1916, I came into residence,
I

while the circus carts passed our house, rumbling from the train to 
the south field; and my sister, almost two, being apprised of her baby 
brother, squealed: "See the elephants!" As in "The Circus" of Delta 
Return:

The swaying elephants and caged lions.
And curtained vans with the still sleeping stars.

74) (Photo of C.Q. (BedIII, Sprite 1917, Qreenvide, (MS: first, video detail
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*> Jt

Here is my cheerful state, perhaps a year and a half after. My 
first memory cannot be from much later; since, as in the picture, I 
can just, by propping myself on my arms and shoulders, lean over 
and stare (it is late at night) into the flushed toilet of my mother's 
bathroom.

TS) ^fiirCpooC9^6xUa in Canes ‘Uemtici, zuitfi companion

The experience is not at all scatological but cosmic. What I see 
is a foaming vortex, clue to a Book of Knowledge quest of tornadoes, 
whirlpools, spiral nebulae. Surely it was the wonder of science which 
so imprinted my consciousness. Leonardo: "the sea at Piompino, all 
foaming water."

a76) “Book ofKnowCedpe, ^oC. X, pp. 525Z-3, Qiui^ and^J/oCcanoes, detaiC 
676) Same, zufioCe: dotiB[epa£e
76) Same, VoL DC, pp. 2916-7, from IchtByosaur tofossiC;^ Vdetails

That twenty-volume Book of Knowledge worked my first hyp
nosis by image and by word. Its illustrations from astronomy, geo
logy, evolution, physics fired the reading of my earliest years. Could
an heir to war and violence be unmoved by this double page of
earthquake and volcano? Or one already swayed to the romantic
capture of time past in time present, not take up the earth-dream
(inspired by Leonardo) of these six panels, where Ichthyosaur and 
his Mesozoic anibiance are fossilized for modem recovery?

77) WinsCoto Ulomer, 1891, ^Hie Boatman, watercoCor, Brooklyn Museum; first, 
V det'aiC

I hardly felt the reality of stories until the River and cave 
exploits of Tom Sawyer and Huck Finn gave my own such hankerings 
deeper-than-life imperative. And when I came to art, how could my 
thought not translate Homer's northern watercolor of a boatman to a 
mythic convergence of Mark Twain's Missouri and my own Delta 
sculling on our ox-bow lakes: Washington, Lee, and Bolivar?

^T6e BCeiades, neBuCous, Slstronomu
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78 a) (DouBCe: (Diagrams of B£fit [S^] as corpusdes^(^d [CB] as xvaves

(K.
Next, my two-and-0fte-half-inch refractor, through years of 

book-guided sky-search, affirmed my organic existence and contain
ment in a form-building cosmos of galaxies, suns, worlds in space — 
revelational backdrop for a planet run amuck. Also from that 
reading I grappled, before 1933, with the complementarity of light 
as particle and wave, a creative antinomy central to my thought, 
action, being — spring of that Odyssean many-mindedness our Now 
requires of us for global sailing, as between Charybdis and Scylla.

79) ‘EcOwaT(C 9{opper, 1939, yor^^MozHe, Museum of Modem Sin, MyO .
details

79 a) WaP^r (Percy, c. 1980, from Hdie Second Coming dust jac^t (video, details
onCy)

Of course we went to the movies, Saturday afternoons; though 
not even the horror films, Dracula and Frankenstein, took me like the 
river, earth and sky. Had I been a painter, I would hardly have 
shown the Paramount, as Hopper did, magically commonplace; nor 
with Walker Percy, who joined my school and grade in Junior High, 
have named my first book The Moviegoer: though between his "cer
tification" and those "repetitions" by which a segment of "lapsed time 
can be savored of itself," Walker (like Proust: "fragments of existence 
removed outside the realm of time") has hypnotized duration, as I 
would hypnotize the Now.

80) CPicago, 1933 WorCds (fair, viezuedST, across Qrant (Parp,
80a) CPicago, 1931-2, Pomeless unentpCoyed men in Qrant (Parli

Before going to the University of Virginia in the fall of 1933, I 
spent much of the summer at the Chicago Century of Progress 
World's Fair. For a Greenville dealer, I would drive old cars up and 
new ones back, staying between-times, a week or so, at the Y, for 
fifty cents a night. What had polarized my thought for years — the 
promise of Science and break-down of Depression — peaked in the
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Exposition and unemployment of that dynamic city: homeless bums, 
beggars, apple polishers, what a comedown, after futuristic dreams.

81) WaC^r ‘Evans, 1936, ‘Tenant 9^amiCy, pfioto from Let ‘Us fUarv (Braise ‘Fatn/iiL< 
2!£siy By names Tiyee; first, video details

81a) ‘BfiiC Everyood, 1937, Timerkan ‘Trayedy, mriyfit, ‘Bujfialo; video, detail 
only

Science seemed to suggest a rational solution. My last year in 
high school I had won first prize in the state with my own oration on 
what Roosevelt had called the "Forgotten Man," that blight on 
America, from northern cities to the tenant farms of Agee's Let Us 
Mow Praise Famous Mgh, with Walker Evans haunting photographs. 
My speech was the manifesto of a socialism I thought I had invented: 
all men to work and share. But the apocalyptic rhetoric of its close, 
those eagles of freedom stormed down in the worid- and intestine- 
broils of a lost democracy, pointed — like the stom^ the science I 
loved — rather to a tragic outcome.

S2) !l^eTS(m,fimsfied1824, ‘The Lazvn, ‘University of‘UiTyinia
‘1282 a) Same, ‘the Lawn thronyh portico coCumns 
826) Same, view of the fHptunda (alC cg‘B, 1986)

It was at Virginia that the question of civilization, up or down, 
anabolic or catabolic, would be pressed; at Jefferson’s University, 
noblest monument of neoclassic in the world, reared against demo
cratic erosion Hamilton's Bank heightening inequalities, until we 
would come "to eat one another, as they do in Europe." Education 
was Jefferson's answer — his plan for free schools of selective excel
lence to go down before Jackson's egalitarian "same for all"; and 
still the democratic poles remain unbridged, unstated: basic instruc
tion for all, not to preclude the pubUc training of a creative elite.

83) Thoto, c. 1940, Strinyfedow Earr and Scott ‘Buchanan
83 a) Chicayo fair, 1933, ‘TraveC and ‘Transport ‘Buildiny (ivith video return to 

‘Barr detail)
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At Virginia I encountered Stringfellow Barr (on the left here, 
with Scott Buchanan), Upset by the cyclical determinism of his 
history lectures, I went up and tried to argue with him, advancing 
against Spengler the science and architecture of the Century of 
Progress, with the new and thrilling art of the color-organ — merely 
the plus side of my Chicago conflict. In three minutes he turned the 
Exposition to the commercial pastime of a late civilization, its shoddy 
structures like Alexandrian pleasure pavilions. "As for the color- 
organ," he said, "it's a fad. But Bach is real; Beethoven is real." He 
concluded: "You can't argue about history unless you know the
artifacts."

S4) "Egypt, c. 2540, (Dynasty IV, d^fre, 3/4 view, diorite, (Museum, Cairo; 
+ ^ (CetaiC

84 a) Same statue, coCor, frontaC view <rf fiead, (Museum, Cairo

Music: J.S. Bach, c.l740(?), Credo, Mass in B Minor, Angel 3500C

So I had to know them. By making the dean's list, I was freed 
from classes. I took up art in the library, music in the music room. 
This Old Kingdom Khafre I fixed to my wall: a serenity to be 
marvelled at, as Hawthorne's of the Great Stone Face. The older com
poser mentioned by Barr was Bach. From the B Minor Mass take the 
Credo with the mighty ground-bass tread. Pose Barr's question: 
"does modernity offer such transpersonal individuation within the 
wholeness of common faith?" (fade Bach Credo)

V

85) "Egypt, c, 1370, (Dynasty X"Uin, face of coCossaC I^naton^ /\
85a) Same, c. 1370, Qyeen (M^fertiti, (luartzite witfi coCor, Cairo hn^o returns

to 85, detaU) ' ^
856) Iffmaton, coCor pr(rfik (f 85, (Museum^^m 5%^
85c) (DouBCe: [5L] SMaBaster fiead of (Kfaj^^nd [(B] pCaster mas^ of IkBnatoy ^

'Bai^ "Egyptian (Museum, "Berlin " ^

Music: Beethoven, 1825, "beklemmt" from Cavatina of Quartet #13

Go to the counterpole, Ikhnaton of the New Empire, here from 
the colossal sandstone in Cairo; and since the later composer cited
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was Beethoven, why not sound a personal phrase, the mystical 
beklemmt ("anguished") from the soaring Cavatina of the Opus 130 
Quartet. Though closer to us, Ikhnaton's sensuous hunger did not 
reach my wall. Perhaps I felt I could supply that yearning myself. 
Hardly the Homeric distance of Khafre's Old Kingdom. Already I was 
caught in the stretch of what I had thought to argue. But could our 
music, over eighty-five years, exhibit what Egyptian art had spread 
over twelve-hundred — the shift from epic celebration to introspec
tive spiritual quest? Clearly, in Symbolic History. I had a life-work 
before me. (fade Cavatina)

a86) HacoBean, 1618, 9MC of T,7^ter Cottege, 07(ford (CQ(B '80)
86) CoCor-print of 0?ford, c. 1830(F), Bou^fit tBerc, 1936, By C<fB 
86a) ‘Bavaria from 9lndedis ‘Totuer (CQB '59, cf (DeCta I,‘D,Z,c)
86B) fCorencefrom the BiazzaCe MicBdanydo (C^ '59)

And now by luck I won a scholarship to Oxford, changed fields 
from physics to English, and spent my vacations on the art-rich 
Continent. The old polarity our house had reared over the floodplain, 
assumed the form I would articulate in a Delta poem:

...domes and spires of Oxford through the cloud 
Taking an aureole light in the meadowed land;

Or upland wheat fields of Bavaria,
Clean stands of fir under mountain snows;
Or down those mountains south to the heart's best 

home.
Nest of the migrant wings, the Tuscan town 
And singing towers of the Western dawn...

87) OCdC.Q. BdCpfioto, c.1912, Qremville, 9dS, from tfie river 
87a) Broxvnphoto, 1927 fCood, ‘Washinyton 5ivenue, QreenviCCe, MS

But that poem ends with the periodic Delta Return:

As I, come back that evening, stood alone 
Over this landing, on the levee's crown —
West the wide river, Venus, and the moon.
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And east three lighted blocks in the Delta's dark — 
I felt the strangeness of being localized,
By an accident of birth to be held and hold 
This poor spot of earth on the turbulent flood 
A center always of the wheeling stars.

88) (Percy (BeCCjr., 1936-7, SouC(freecC, C.Q. (BeUcoition; first, video detail 
88a) C.Q. (B^, summer 1937, '(Boundon a rvhed(rffvre'

For my brother had killed himself, and I had come to pass the 
summer with my parents. Again Delta Return:

At your death I was abroad; I crossed 
The ocean to a sad home. A grief unhouseled 
As from beyond the tomb, settled upon me.

Here, one of his last watercolors, a feminine (yet phallic) Soul Freed, 
like a bird from the hand.

Against it, I risk the almost opposite symbol I then drew and 
colored. Bound to Life, as inscribed from King Lear:

"Bound on a wheel of fire ... 
Tears like molten lead ..."

That fall, Oxford claimed me with new force.

89) Qerman, 1235fif., WedfHouse, (Jester (MauC6ronn;
89 a) Same, detail cftfie fountain

Music: from French Motet c. 1250, Descende in Hortum, Lumen 32027

Gothic (though I had still to discover the music) became the 
flame-center — that lightening of stone which, in the well-house of 
Maulbronn cloister, joins the mystery of water. Dante:

And I saw light in the form of a river,
A river of fire between two shores 
Painted with spring's miraculous colors ...

(fade Descende)
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a90) (DouBCe: [Si] Sroasti^ Banners from 90, and [B] MeniCing, 1487, 9/ir£in untfi
an SippCe, St. Jofins SBospitai, Bruges (video td(gs these singCy]^'^ 90) a

90) Vdgzi 9\^ht BfitCy, 1938, Tarty Bay, 9\BiretnBer£
90 a) Simo andTonte *Uecchio, (fBorence, from Ujfizi (CQB '39)
90B) QioT£ione, c. 1510, BastoraC Concert, Louvre, Baris (video, detait otiCy)

As if to preserve the complementarity of outward alarm and 
soul-search, the Europe of our travels was racked, those years, by 
successive crises, building to the outbreak of the Second War. Weird, 
after 15th-century Bruges, to thread Germany, from the Night of 
Crystal in Cologne (the streets, by scorched synagogues, sprinkled 
with glass), south, through cities aglare with Hitler's rants and rallies 
(this Party Night in Nuremberg), to the Tuscan complement of Mem- 
ling's Bruges, Medici Florence.

A staggering contrast, to which, returning through Paris, music 
would be added — that eight-hour day in the airless listening booth 
of a record store, when the Anthology of Sound, Lumen, and the rest 
would open at last their polyphonic treasures of the Middle Ages and 
Renaissance.

a91) SBo^ein the (youn£er, 1523, Bortrait cfBrasmus^ Loux/re
91) MaBuse CJ.Qossaert), c. 1510, 9]]ght ih(g.tivity; + V detail
91a) Mante£na, erri?H3-53, Vir£in and Child, BerUn Museum _

) ’ ^

Let what that day began weave into this Now the riches of 
before and after 1500 — Europe everywhere rising to its hopeful 
peak of Christian humanity and charm — Mouton's "Nesciens Mater," 
with the art of the birth in the stable, sung by angels, hailed by 
shepherds as we had read it around the Christmas tree from my 
earliest years. ^ ^

Music: Jean Moutons^esoens Mater (Munrow) Seraphim SIC 6104 /

And Mary brought forth her firstborn son, and 
wrapped him in swaddling clothes, and laid him in a 
manger, because there was no room for them in the 
inn.
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a92) jean (Bourdicfum, c. 1506, !^el to Sfiepfierds, Qrandes j{eures of Sinne de 
‘Bretagne, Bi6C, Vdffi., Baris; + ‘U detail

92) Qeertgen ‘Tot Sint Jans, 1490-5, 5{jgfit OdgUvity, j^tionaC QaUery, Tondon; 
+ V detail

92 a) Meister des jdarietUeSens, 1460-80, Tlngels from Coronation (rf 9dary, detail, 
S4lte Binal^tfie^ 9dunicfi (C^ 59)^ o-f

And there were in the same country shepherds 
abiding in the field, keeping watch over their flock by 
night. And, lo, the angel of the Lord came upon them, 
and the glory of the Lord shone round about them: 
and they were sore afraid. And the angel said unto 
them:

"Fear not: for, behold, I bring you good tidings of 
great joy, which shall be to all people. For unto you is 
born this day in the city of David a Saviour, which is 
Christ the Lord. And this shall be a sign unto you. Ye 
shall find the babe wrapped in swaddling clothes, 
lying in a manger."

And suddenly there was with the angel a multitude 
of the heavenly host praising God, and saying, "Glory 
to God in the highest, and on earth peace, good will 
toward men."

93) Qrimani Breoiary, c. 1500-10, nativity, Marciana LiBrary, Venice (video: 
details only, aSove and Bdow)

93a) Lucca della B^BBia, c.l450(F), (Madonna d^ (Mela, Bargello, (Florence

And it came to pass, as the angels were gone away 
from them into heaven, the shepherds said one to 
another, "Let us now go even unto Bethlehem, and see 
this thing which is come to pass, which the Lord hath 
made known unto us." And they came with haste, and 
found Mary, and Joseph, and the babe lying in a 
manger. And when they had seen, it, they made 
known abroad the saying which was told them con
cerning this child. And all they which heard it 
wondered at those things which were told them by the 
shepherds. But Mary kept all these things, and 
pondered them in her heart.
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a94) (DouBCe: [Si] SMinom, c. 1500-14S0 ‘B.C., fresco, '{Parisienne,' iHera^ion 
Museum and [(B] Qree^ c. 710 (B.C, smaCC Bronze zuarrioT, detaU, Mgtioncd 
Museum SltBens

B94) *EBBo ^ospe(, c. 8Z5,f.6ov, St Mar^ ‘BiBB Mun. ‘Epemay 
94) 9ipman, Ist-Zndc. SUD., SLrem, fBuCa, 0a[matia. (CQB.'T?)
94 a) fHjfman, ZZ5 SL(D., Tetronius' (Portico, ^uBurBo, Tunisia 
94 B) CBartres, c. IISO, a O^ouny d^ny, (Bpyat (Ported, CatBedred 
94 c) EcoCoyy 1990, (BraziBan rainforest Buminy

The other face of this early-cycle espousal was a first repudi
ation of the romantic I was rooted in. As if we must practice such a 
stripping as from ripe Minoan and Aegean to primitive Greek. In a 
poem written at an Oxford concert, 1939, I muse, like some future 
Dark Age scop (so the author of the Anglo-Saxon "Ruin": "Well 
wrought this wall-stone, broken by Weird; the work of giants is 
crumbling"). I wrote:

When these walls ivy covered stand in ruins.
Gray to the night of faintly altered stars.
And men beholding strike the savage harp 
And sing the work of heroes, giants of old —
They will not know that in this crusted hall 
Where music wails the specter of a rose,
A man of peace leagued with an age of wars.
Welcomed destruction, famine and the plague.
To find again, strength, without compromise.

As if cultures could go on forever, with Trojan Wars and bar
barian renewals. Though our own war and the ecology crisis have 
spelled out \vhat we might have foreseen, that now the globe is at 
stake — World Melt or melt-down.

a9S & 9S) (Birds soaring ayainst trees and cCouds (CQB '90; video reverses the 
order and adds an overCay of tBz two)

9Sa) (Ry-Bens, 1636, Chateau de Steen Landscape, detaU, (Hg.tionaC QaUery, 
London

So even during the war, and in a place no more scenic than 
Iowa, the spring of 1943* called me from "Augustinian Wisdom" to a
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celebration of nature — not simply a Romantic return. What sustains 
this "Patterned Evening" is the organizing physics of entropic hjB 
against down: ' ^

Image of the world, mirror to all time: —
Clouds, winds, and waves of light, senselessly 

beautiful.
Moved by the force that moves, borne down the 

stream.
Flung from the high to low, seeking repose;
And birds, bearers of life, that sing and soar.
Fired with a god-like will, breasters of the wind.
Beating bold wings up a torrent sky.
Feeding the sweet blaze of eternal desire.

9G) ^—' Sfvotdo, c. 1S30(F), St. SLntfwny tempted, San (Die^o
96a & 5) metaUs cf 96, SavoCdo 3 ^

Princeton would have seemed a motion back to the closures of
East, from Emerson to Hawthorne, with sin and psychosis. Thus in 
Savoldo's 1530(?) Temptation, St.Anthony, headed for that nature 
Renaissance has opened, turns in terror, back to a Bosch pursuing 
Nightmare. As I wrote on a conference of Atomic Scientists: "Still 
mad Prometheans,/ Or broken drudges working death's weapons/ 
Irrelevant what cause. So all props prove/ At last abortive, built of 
the crumbling tuff."

Such the departmental gab and hollowness, smart erosion of 
honesty and courage, from which I did well to be fired, leaving the 
old life behind me. Or was escape an illusion?

97) Turner, C.180S-10, On the Thames(?), ^{ptionaC QaTery, London 
97a) Turner, c.1830, (Death on a (Pale 9{orse, Tate Qallery, London

Had not Turner been driven a century and a half before, from 
the calm irradiation of an early oil sketch along the Thames, to the 
Apocalyptic expressionism of this late "Death on a Pale Horse"? The 
polarities had been dangerously entangled since Blake's Marriage of
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Heaven and Hell — or as he would say, since the Creation, which was 
the Fall.

98) T,rich 9(gJi[er, pfioto By ^nide ^yCeisdman, 1351, l^estscfiriBt; first, video iUtail
98 a) QaCway IKjnneO, CBuBBed at Sehta, iMarcfi 26,1965

Yet it was from Princeton that I received the Great Europeans 
(Great - Germans one might say, but they were Jews), Erich Kahler, 
wisest of them really, humanitarian philosopher-historian, whom I 
described in his Festschrift, pacing the room, pulling his hair, talking 
of transcendence, "while insights opened and spread around me like 
realms of light; for there is no one else that can talk like Erich 
Kahler."

And for an American power, the closest of my students, Galway 
Kinnell, here clubbed by police at the Selma march, wakes in the 
arms of a Black Madonna. How death crowds, in his love poems: "I 
touch your face,/ I move my hand over/ Slopes, falls, lumps of 
sight..."

a99) Qoya, 1824-25, 9(yde against rocl^, !fme 5lrts, (Boston; + V (UtaiC
99) Os^r (Kp^sfi^, 1914, *lHe ^Tempest, (Kpnstmuseunt, (BaseC; + ^ detaiC
99 a) Joan Jdiro, 1938, Sdf-portrait, J/T3o6y, 9^zv Canaan, CT; + V (CetaiC

What the old Goya, more than a century before, sought in the 
form of a nude, her lights drawn by water dropped on blackened 
ivory. "A cheek-bone,/ A curved piece of brow,/ A pale eyelid/ Float 
in the dark,/ And now I make out/ An eye, dark,/ Wormed with far- 
off, unaccountable lights." Like Kokoshka's 1914 Tempest love for 
Alma Mahler: "And now the day, raft that breaks up, comes on./ I 
think of a few bones/ Floating qn a river at night,/ The starlight 
blowing in place on the water,/ The river leaning like a wave toward 
the emptiness." Yet all of these, heirs to Isolde's Liebestod, affirm 
whatever brings us to this brunt.

Even Miro, in his 1938 Self-portrait, as he melts into shapes of 
earth and sky: Kinnell: "How many nights/ Have I lain in terror,/ 0
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Creator Spirit, Maker of night and day,// only to walk out/ the next 
morning over the frozen world/ hearing under the creaking of snow/ 
faint, peaceful breaths.,./ snake,/ bear, earthworm, ant...// and above 
me/ a wild crow crying 'yaw yaw yaw' / from a branch nothing cried 
from ever in my life."

alOO) Cfiica£o from CS(ffiura£ ^History Museum (C(fB, Sept. '60)
5100) CCaude Lorrain, 1678, Landscape vH-t^ Shepherds, !f(}m5a(d Museum, !Lort 

Worth, Le^as
100) SCoBBema, 1689, rChe Siventie, Mg-tionaC QaUery, London; + V detaiC 
100a) CCatide Lorrain, 1648, Tdnds'cape Dancin£ S^igures, QaUery

Gloria ^amphdi, 9(pme

So I came back to the Chicago of my youth, to teach in Hutchins' 
University, where Anti-fascist exile, Giuseppe Antonio Borgese, 
ipomed_Jai:gfi*_ Tie~had ^written iiPIKTee fdng^S^S'lTpoenr orliiilife: 
"Easter Sunday, 1945". ^

m/-
Music: Boccherini, c.l775(?), Adagio, Sonata 6 (Casals) DB-1392

A
The Italian boyhood took the classical style of Manzoni, to be 

imaged wherever that dream has fructified, from Claude, to Dutch 
Hobbema's Poplar Avenue; in music, let it be Casals' Boccherini: —

"0 Sicilia, o Toscana, ove sostai
fanciullo, o dolce pian di Lombardia" (as translated):

0 Sicily, 0 Tuscany, where I paused 
In boyhood, 0 sweet Lombardy plain,
M6asured by mulberry trees, fanned by the feathers 
Of poplars, where no more I tread your ways.
Lifting my eyes to townships brown along 
Your hills, or coming home to trusty eyenings 
Seeking the marble pinnacles of Milan 
Softened by the breathing of the meadows 
Where the cloud lingered. Now no more — non piu;

(fade Boccherini)

alOl) Cams, c. 1830, Wanderer at the City Qate, (9(unst. 1932); video, details only 
101) Ludzoi£ fHichter, 1837(?), DerSchrechgnstein, Mas. Leipzi£; + ^detail
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101a) ^rC (BCecfien, iKeid^er^ T^ower, ^nstfiafh, ‘Bremen
10IB) ^Fnedncfi Lessing, c.l950(?), ‘WoodCed ^nge, watercoCor, ‘BerCin

History W'j't

Music: Schumann, 1841, Symphony #1 ("Spring"), 1st movement, 
opening, (Klemperer, New Philharmonia) Angel 36353

dich nicht, Deutschland, Erde meiner zweiten Friihe...

The German student-wanderings take the language of Goethe and 
Holderlin (here with Schumann, Carus, Richter, Blechen):

Germany, land of my second prime, where clear 
streams

Rushed through the fragrant darkness of the night.
The slowly yielding woodland night, and flowers.
Geraniums, from balconies at morning.
Laughed like a thousand girls, but I went, lonely.
Wandered from ridge to ridge, climbing bell-towers 
Of immemorial red, listened to music 
Enclosed in depths, and with my loving eyes 
Held that strange beauty. Now no more! —

die fremde Schone mit verliebtem Auge 
fasste: nicht mehr:

0 Tenebrae! 0 Aceldama!
(fade Schumann)

al02j (DotiBCe: [^] ^RgmBrandt, 165S, y^CayedOTO Lot^e; and[‘B] Soutine, 1926, ,
Carcass of‘Beef, 9dme ‘Bignou, (Paris; ^ stng^duaUs '] tmBy

B102) (Marc CB^ad, 1947. ffCayedOtc, (Private CoC^tion, (Paris; + ‘1/details 
102) (Marc CfiagaCC, 1947 (on earCier sBptcBes) Hie (faCCing Singed, (Private 

Collection, ‘Based 
102a) Same, detail (xvitfi

In the last section of his poem, Borgese, in war-time America, 
forges an English out of Shakespeare and the modern. Thus Rem
brandt's Slaughtered Ox, as symbolic as realistic, has variously in
formed our century. Here, in 1926, before the rise of Hitler, Soutine's 
existential reminder already distills Holocaust.

otfi^ ^^et^ from 102^j ui4\joPs-^ V’i/lo (^a
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Music: Bartok, 1943, Concerto for Orchestra, from 3rd movement (Elegy), 
(Reiner) RCA AGL 1-2909

By Chagall's 1947 ox lapping its own blood. Holocaust was real; 
but the alarm of the night town, the celestial warning voice, weave a 
Crucifixion magic around Nazi Europe and the trial of the Jews. And 
in Chagall's Falling Angel, variously painted from 1923 to 1947, as in 
the Elegy from Bartok's Concerto for Orchestra, or the close of Bor- 
gese's Easter poem — disaster flames affirmation:

You passers-by who stop and wonder
what I in uncommuning sounds lament;
it is as if I had left home at noon
and looked homeward before sundown; I see
the barns aflame, the house a rump,
the trees writhing in, desperate embraces; death
with claws of strangling smoke grips ground and air.
The silence is one shriek, one chasm the paths.
So let me step westward; my shadow is long.

In unmediated transcendence, that striding shadow is cast 
exactly by the burning world-past — "my shadow is long".

(fade Bartok)

103) iPfioto of Qiuseppe ShvUmio (Bor^ese, Italy, Spriny, 19S2 
103a) iHenry Moore, 1343-7, Tlie (Private CoCCection
1036) S^yain 103, a closer view oflBoryese

Has Borgese, secretary of Hutchins' Committee to Frame a 
World Constitution, editor of its magazine Common Cause, veered 
here from planned Reconstruction to an Avant Garde firework af
firming the negative itself, that blaze of world destruction? Any 
such antinomy — form against flux, man's- stable earth against 
Apocalypse — fuses in the actual. When Borgese read that poem, so 
deeply rooted in its languages, yet so voiced that all languages 
sounded like Italian, I sensed some modern liberation of dissonance 
and flame. Yet the Roman will of that thrust-out lip, the conscious 
command of tradition and form, decried the hermetic shell-game of
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modernity. It was Farinata who had raised himself up: "vedi la, 
Farinata, che s'e dritto."

al04) Josepfi MBers, 13S3, SBomage to tfie Square: SlscetuCin^; Wfiitney Vttuseum,

6104) James I. Qi£6ert, c, 1948, Trairie S^des (canvas version), ‘Estate; first, 
vuCeo ^taiC

104) J. MSers, 1958, SBomage to tfie S<ju.are: SiitardanSo; Janis QcUCery,

Remembering my summer with the embattled Erich at Black 
Mountain, where Albers and his followers were pursuing what would 
become this "Homage to the Square", I wrote:

The modern abstract has been the expression of man 
reduced from humanity to function or confronted with 
that reduction, of nature desicated out of organic 
interplay to symbolic paradigm... It abandoned space- 
time for the boom of the Marabar caves. In opposition 
to this, the new organic reaffirms the meaningful con
cordances of spirit and matter, of world and man.

(An affirmation for which Jim Gilbert, teaching at Chicago with me, 
became my art-example, as in his prairie and city nudes — though he 
deplored historical programs.)

As for the abstract, I had long felt the beauty of the Godel 
Proof, to float mathematics again on paradox, the suspension of its 
axiomatic claims — and not simply the beauty of that result; but of 
the very proof, of abstraction trained to reflect on and delimit itself. 
Yet what were the abstractions of Albers proving?

alOS) ‘Wiflem de 9(ponvn£, c. 1947, fBindiSfngd, SiSUtney Museum,
105) de %gonvngi c, 1945, ‘iHe Marshes, University Museum, CBerl^Cey (video adds 

detaUs of al05, then of 105)
105a) (PisaneCCo, 1441-3, LeoneCCo dEste medat, verso, tripCe-faud youth

Meanwhile de Kooning, rendering Angel and Marsh, spread an 
Action-Painting-wing of the New-York-School-flight — an energy
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released by the dissolution of forms. Had not Plato ironically toyed 
with the euphoria of flux?

Socrates:
Their first principle is that...there is nothing but 
motion .... everything is becoming and in relation, and 
being must be altogether abolished... Thus in the 
language of nature all things are coming into being and 
passing into new forms; nor can any name fix or detain 
them... 0 Theaetetus, are not these speculations sweet 
as honey? And do you not like the taste of them in 
the mouth?

With such modem excitement, I too had risked, from my youth, 
a dialectic of paradox — though my aim was to enlarge reason, as 
Socrates did by sophistic contradiction.

al06) CHicago ^eacfi, 57tfi-53rd, (Daimy & CaroCa (CQ^ 1931)
BIOS) jTX. Wriyfitj 1909-10, 9(pBie 9{ouse, Cfucago (CQ(B '60)
106) !y.L. 1940, Lwiii£ area, LCoyd LettHs Odotise, LiBertyvUCe, IL, rvitfi

3am Overton & (CQ% '60)
106a) ^et, ITtfi-century (DcUai Lama Talace, Lfiasa, zvithfCags 
106B) 9(enry Moore, 1359-64, Standtn£ 3^i£ure, Bronze 
106c) 9(prea: sBeCCiny of Inchon, 1950; Life at 9^ar 
106(C) CfCaminy Santa Cfe sunset (CQ% Sum 1990)

And there I found myself by the windy shore of the Century of 
Progress Fair, breasting Whitman's "oceanic amplitude and rush of 
these great cities" — I, teaching, with humanities and history, art 
appreciation, especially of the modem. From our leaded Tudor panes 
we could look across to Wright's Robie House, or visit with friends 
the one he built for his cousin near Libertyville. To take the thrill of 
those spaces; to affirm again the daring of the West, the present 
wonder of the world. In the glow of German Goethe, Schelling, and 
the music of Beethoven, to span the global reach of Adlai's speeches, 
the Marshall Plan recovery of Europe, what seemed the geniality of 
British socialism, the advancing American pursuit of rights; to plant 
that leaven of hope — though in the stubborn dough of Cold War, 
Korea, cyclical history, the Greek tragedy and Thucydides I was
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teaching — such was the crucible of "Diretro al SqI,” affirmation of 
tragic America, its title from Dante (Ulysses; "To sail beyond the 
sunset" — that paean to "the mad flight," "il folle volo," that took him 
under: "The sea closed over us, as it pleased another".)

alOT) Qeoj^ia. O'HC^efe, 1926, City 9^6% Tstate cfJ^rtist
107) (DouBCe: [J^j LaBrouste, 1862-8, iRpom, ‘BiBC. 9{flt., (Boris) otuC

[(B] 9\(g,Tvi, (PaCace, cf (under construction), (Turin; + V sinyCe detoUs 
c/i^srudluS/\/V\oh.

On that peak and defile (our freedom aimed at Vietnam, our 
boom at ecology crisis), my art class was responding to the new 
architecture, as Georgia O'Keefe had in her New York phase — the 
explosion of materials, the phenomenal expansion of powers (as from 
the 1860s wrought iron reading room of the National Library in 
Paris, to Nervi's post-war Palace of Work, here being built in Turin).

al08) SuMvan andITidCer, 1887-9, SUiditorium (Buildiny, CBicayo
108) A Qaudi, 1891 ff, LaSamada (famiBa, (BarceCona; first, video C^taiC 'fo e'-

\PefiKodL \f{x^ us\<U/' V'uS/tu—\

I was tracing from the 19th century the interplay within a 
continuing polarity: a straight-lined functionality, as of Bauhaus, 
rooted far back in the Scott Mackintosh, Hoffman in Vienna, here, the 
skeletal steel of Chicago's Sullivan and Adler; at the other extreme, a 
fantasy of organic growth — sprung up like Jack's beanstalk, though 
not overnight — Gaudfs 300-foot stone towers of the Barcelona 
Church of the Sacred Family, begun in 1891 and still to be completed.

al09) 7.L. Wriyfit, 1954, desiyn, BetB SBoCem Synayoyue
Bl09) Wriyfti, 1954, same Synayoyue, (BBUodeCpBia (CQ(B 59) ^ .
109) 94hTy(tt, anotfier viezv of tBe same BuUdiny (C^, V /

So to Frank Lloyd Wright's synthesis and transcendence of the 
poles — here, in what he was then designing, this Philadelphia Syn
agogue, defying, as it were, all deaths by war and holocaust — one of 
which Dylan Thomas had refused to mourn:

Never until the mankind making 
Bird beast and flower
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Fathering and all humbling darkness 
Tells with silence the last light breaking 
And the still hour
Is come of the sea tumbling in harness

And I must enter again the round 
Zion of the water bead 
And the synagogue of the ear of corn 
Shall I let pray the shadow of a sound 
Or sow my salt seed
In the least valley of sackcloth to mourn 

The majesty and burning of the child's death...

alio) Mies v.cC. ^fie, c. 1968, vkiofrom 1‘BM(BuiCdin^, Cfucago; + V 
BllO) (DeCaunay, 1910, TiffeC^ower, JQmstmuseum, *Basd; video, details only 
110) 91ou6Ce: [Jij (Ddaunay, 6110 TiffeC^l^ower; and [(B] ^^.L.^Wriyht, desiynfor 

t6e MUe 9{ig6 Illinois, stiCC unSuiCt (video scans Wright's Shy City)>^ J 0

So the fall of 1951 brings me to my own poem, "Beyond the 
Sunset," with Beethoven, and a whole horizon of art.

Music: Beethoven 1834, 3rd Movement (Adagio), 9th Symphony,
(Toscanini)-V-LM 6901, side 13

Driven home along the Outer-drive from a wine-tasting in the 
Electric Club, by the fearless skill of Elizabeth Mann Borgese, I sat at 
my desk, just able, with so much tasting, to hold the pen. But this is 
what I scrawled:

over the gulf and soaring of the city 
We came at dusk to the roof-garden rail.
Darkness flowed in the streets; the sheer beauty 
Of towered steel rose in the violet air —
Bands and heights of light under the sky^ plumes; 
Cars to the suburbs bum the long road lanes.

Delaunay's 1910 Eiffel Tower had expressed the ecstasy which 
would lead Frank Lloyd Wright, after two wars, to conceive his still 
unbuilt Mile High Sky-city, charged with Icarian overweenings: 
tandem-cab, ratchet-guided, atomic-powered elevators!
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alll) UnitedOdg-tions ^uU(Cin£, O^orf^City (indeo, details only)
111) IDeCaunay, 1910-12, La ^iCCe de (Baris, Mush (KyiionaC d^rt Modeme, (Baris; 

first, video detail

Here on the terrace, drinking wine and eating, 
^People of every nation, hearts unquelled

By the • encroaching shadows, mingle, speaking 
Tongues of kindred lands. Their voices tell 
Of customs and of needs, of the fools who rule;
They are loose in talk and laughter, slurs and dreams.

!Ky

(How my Dionysiac poem, beyond conscious programs of world- 
rescue, kindles a pyre of fatal celebration.) While from the luminist 
rapture of Delaunay's 1912 City of Paris,

112) J.I. QiWert, c, 1948, (Brairie Vdydes (pond version); C^, Santa iTe 
112 a) Copy of SLttic, c. 430 (B.C; (Berides Bust, (BritisB (Museum, London 
1126) (Bfiidian(?), c. 440 (B.C., lounger of the (Hjace Bronze Warriors, detail, 

(Museum, (Rs££io-Ca(aBria
112c) (Detailof 112, QilBert; *BdlcoClection (andCQ(B photo)

Gilbert caught a vision of such Cezanne-nudes over prairie, bridged 
river, cliffs like roofs of Chicago.

And the clouds relinquish the sun's brown setting.
Twilight deepens as the city glows.
Out of the past of another world-evening 
Spirit has suffered, a great voice looms;
It i’s Pericles — with Athens at the bourn 
Of her adventurous sailing into ruin:

"We are the school of Hellas. Wonder unending
Of after ages will be ours. We have
Made sea and land the highway of our daring.
If now obedient to the general law
We invite decay, the greatness we have known
Will be some break of beauty in that gloom."

113) (Mies v.d. (Rphe, 1938, Seayram ‘Building, (BarhiSLvenue, (M^fC; + *1^ detail
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113 a) Same, c. 1968, I(BM (BuUcCing, Cfiicc^o, side view, xvi^ trees (CQ(B '83);
+ video pan

1136) Same 6uUdin£, front view (CQ^ '83)

(Mies van der Rohe already raising his towers of steel and glass 
in America):

These words echo in the mind. From dark flashing 
Along the gray shore and the wash of waves.
Towers, and cars streaming. Up vibrant air reaching 
Cones of light catch at the destinate planes.
The roar west and east. Here in the hum 
Of mingled voices, careless freedom sings.

And we too have lived the dayspring and daring 
Which all time will remember; we have seen 
Over the earth-foreclosure of our wasting.
Still the incredible brightening of the dream...
Now promise is almost presence under the dome 
Of night stirred with light and the rush of wings.

(fade Beethoven)

all4) Sane Overton^, 1990, Chicago window with weird manikin; + ^ detaiC 
6114) Same, Skyscrapers of Chicago 
cll4) Same, Street scene
114) Same, Shop vHndow rvith photo-mani%i and r^Cections
114 a) Same, again, the ma£e modd, nearer

Since the poem is elegiac, I have let it speak, though its pathos 
was the flaw of the vision. Adlai's rhetoric had no escape from bas
tion enterprise, with the hot Koreas of cold war. So a sequel would 
attend a later visit — a conversation with a manikin in a shop win
dow:

Chicago Twenty Years After

The city always taller over the shore;
The sirens of its promise heavier;
I almost caught in the dream rush as before.
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Ask the manikin whose mythic hair 
Slogans a costly tweed: "Was the Western star 
We pledged with life, tinsel as you are?"

Smiles lewd, smiles last: "What Promethean lure 
Set your soul to sell, in a mortgaged store.
That three-piece suit of freedom, profit, war?"

allS) Laf^ ^BoUvar atuC^eer Crufu MS, c. 19ZS (BCuejUter)
6115) Be(X graves, Cemetery, greenvUCe MS (CgB '89, Blue fiCter); + ^ detail
115) ^Hiver Bridge soutB. of greenvUCe, MS (Cg(B '89, Blue filter)
115a) greenvUCe Cemetery (CgB Blue copy of UleCta III,U},3,d)
115B) Urau^ZuUb, 1988, pBoto overlay of tree and nlglit sBy

Meanwhile, the poems of westward flight fSongs for a New 
America) were hardly done when I took the bus south (such a 
polarity as X against Y) to visit my mother in that Delta of water, 
night and void. The last return was to the cemetery and my father's 
grave. There, past the trees and plantings, cars take the speedway 
for the river bridge:

And say, like Herodotus' Libyans, we come to sleep.
For divination, on our fathers' tombs.
How can their ghosts but point us on and on:
Over poisoned fields, up a strand of steel.
Where a space-bridge arches a river star-coiled.

Such the graveyard close of Delta Return:

Therefore this dark of the water-spilled gray moon 
And oaks by the river over the watered plain.
And moon-gray sky and sky's legend of stars.
Are the ebb and flow where we go up and down 
The swirls of Delta night — space, place, haunt, home.

116) Siztec, 1324-15Z1, Calendar or Sun Stone, Mytional Museum of 
Sintfiropology, Mej(ico City; + V detaU

116a) greenvUCe Cemetery, Muffuletto angel ICgO '89; Blue filter; video shows 
first a detaU of 115a)
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Break off. Quixote’s second venture, to probe the sfnall now for 
the Now of consciousness, has come round also to a time-plot, in this 
case personal. How far from the cosmic cycles (Tiger, Water, Wind 
and Fire) of the Aztec Sun Stone. Where is the Sipapu opening from 
self to world, the Apocalypse opening from world to All?

On the cast of a last hope, I take up the Five Chambered Heart 
(poems of Love, Lust, Earth, Waste, Soul); focusing on those of the 
fifth state (Soul), I set three to images, and why not music?

117) !fTiedricft, c,1818(?), Hkoo Men ‘Watcfi tfie Moon over tHe Sea, 
9{emuta£e, Leningrad (center-spread of tfie picture); + ^ detail

Music: Alban Berg, 1935, Violin Concerto, (Grumiaux & Amsterdam) 
Philips ST 802-785 LY, from the last forte to the close

There is the shift from self to earth, and greater, from earth to 
cosmos. I once experienced it in a dream, to be treated thereafter in 
fiction and poetry — in The Half Gods under the rubric "the Metamor
phosis of-the Cave."

118) USX Cokg- Wor^, Cfairston, gfoomy viezo; first, V detail

Through labyrinthine closures of the planet we have raped and 
soiled, we wander as though lost in an overarching cavern, an 
underworld. But since that vault is the fact of the sky-smogged, 
trashed and poisoned globe, the poetic distillation (from the Five 
Chambered Heart") takes the title of "World Cave."

119) Old ^ook of Xnozuledpe print of a torefi raised in Mammotfi Cave

The first response is of repudiation:

I light the torch
And lift it to inscribe in smoke
My curse, my warning on the wall.

IZO) Ceiling (Utailfrom Carlsdad Cavern, using BluefUter
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Then, as if the very blaze of wrong had kindled stalactite 
sparks above, perception, groping the starred dark, shifts and widens 
— as through speculations of earth:

Is it rock crystal 
Shining? —

121) Qada (PCacida tomB, iRg-vetma, mosaic vauCt of stars; + V detail

to the illusionistic jewellings of Early Christian art, this star-dome at 
Ravenna — the poem questioning:

Gold mosaics?

while the ceiling spreads and recedes, past the speed of light —

122) SpCendour of the ^leavens, Judy sl^, soutfi, over London; + ^ detail

the closure of the Platonic cave become this star-cloud universe of 
worlds in space, with constellations of a symbolic destiny:

Shapes
I have known:

—three, a moving sequence in the summer sky

123) CQ(B's schematized pattern, prichfd and photqyraphed

as of pain, celebration, transcendence:

Cross, Lyre, Crown.

124) fP.fP. Jipos, C.1680F, Landscape with a Qrotto, !H£,rmita£e; video, detail ondy
125) Qlints on snow, undere7(posed, with hCuefidter (CQ^B '90)
126) l4nother of 123, aSove: 'stars' of Cross, Lyre, Croton

So, with a swifter sequence, the poem sounds again:
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World-Cave

I light the torch
And lift it to inscribe in smoke
My curse, my warning on the wall.

Is it rock crystal
Shining? Gold mosaics? Shapes
I have known: Cross, Lyre, Crown!

(Close of Berg)

12 7) Sunset (CQ*B SLu^ust '78)
127a) Larger copy cfSarafi il(p6inson's eye CCf ^ ^
12 75) fHfiinBozo cast By crystal on a white surface (CQ^ ’90)
^127c) ^Bens, c. 1630, Cattle Lrinhing at sunset, tnash^detail, Louvre

The next poem is called "Speculum Mundi" — Mirror, or Image, 
of the world. It came to me in age, as I watched another sunset, 
aware that for Greek philosophy, seeing is a kind of mating, where 
masculine light (form or eidos, image or speculum) begets in 
receptive organs the things of sight. And imagining that I, body's 
hatching place of sense, might soon, by a dissolving return, become 
the light itself, I took up nature's love-death praise in a distillate of 
mirrored words. (For which the music can only be: Beethoven's 
"Heilige Dankgesang in der lydischen Tonart".)

[Six images follow, each circularly niasked]

128) ConstaBle, c. 1821, branch iKitt Tond, Hlampstead, Victoria and MBert 
Mtiseum

129) Friedrich, 1834, 9(^t after ^Harvest, ‘Dresden Qallery
130) Splendour of die Hleavens. c. 1930, ‘Ihe OdidnightSun
131) Sarah IRpBinson's eye (C^ 1990)
132) Ifm-^ang Odontage, rvith sun and Sarah's eye (CQ‘B 90)
133) Idriedrich, c.1818, ‘Woman facing sunset, Museum, ‘Essen

Music: Beethoven, 1825-7, from the Adagio of the A Minor Quartet, 
Opus 132, (Budapest) Col. MBS 677
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Light through cloud now poured from the spent sun
Receiver I to the childing of your touch
I who next will be the very light
Poured down cloud for the receiving eye
Great either way sight cloud and sun
You into me with the same spending touch
As I then into you with child by my light.

(End Beethoven)

a,B,cl34) Ci^fitest ey(posures erf 134, Bdow
V(C134 (BCan^ a wfiite screen (video onCy)
134) C.Q. ^eU in recessive imayes formed By tBree mirrors
134 a) 14n asymmetric variant of the same

When the mirrored self 
Fades into light 
Beyond the light 
Who calls?

I am nothing 
But one with the one 
That makes the nothing 
All.

Remembering my grandfather's photo-montage of himself in 
circular array, I had thought to close this Alpha search with mirror 
reflections of myself, fading into light with the poem you have just 
heard. But that was not the original poem. It had waked me from 
sleep deep in the night when an old Princeton friend (as I would 
learn) had died.

al35) LimBoury ‘Brotders, 1415-16, Sky-detail from Cfvrist in gethsemane, Ores 
(Rudies iHeures 14Zv, Music Conde, CBantiUy [video first sBozvs a detail of 
135, Belotv]

135) (Frank^Zudo, 1388, pfioto-numtaye, niyfit sky over rocks

And the fading there was into star-strewn space. The poem (a ballad 
stanza broken up and spread over eight lines) is too short for any 
music but its own:
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Gnomic

The night each plows 
A furrow of death 
In the field of stars 
Who calls?

I am nothing
But one with the one
That makes the nothing
AU.
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